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Loral Data Systems Edinburgh, South Australia
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ABSTRACT

The Aircraft Research and Development Unit (ARDU) is the flight test authority for the
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). ARDU was born out of a requirement to handle the
testing of developmental aircraft and weapons during Word War II. Its nucleus was
established in 1941 and one of its first tasks was to evaluate the flying qualities and
performance of captured Japanese aircraft.

Today, ARDU provides “one-stop shopping” for flight testing all aircraft, weapons and
systems in the RAAF and Australian Army Inventory. As directed by the RAAF, ARDU
also performed flight testing on Royal Australian Navy aircraft, as well as novel and
unique aircraft such as lighter-than-air and museum restored aircraft that are of historical
importance.

THE FUTURE CHALLENGE

The flight test demands have changed significantly over recent years even though the
resources available have remained relatively constant. Ten years ago, ARDU’s most
significant flight test required the acquisition of about a hundred flight parameters sampled
at modest rates of about 60 times a second. In addition to this type of demand, testing
modern aircraft and weaponry now includes trapping and intelligently interpreting a large
volume of data bus traffic. This is particularly true when determining software maturity
prior to fleet release. A smart approach has therefore been needed to meet present and
future test requirements within the existing resource constraints.

THE NEED FOR AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

The operational tempo at ARDU has always been quite high with up to fifty or more flight
test tasks of varying complexity active at any one time and involving a variety of aircraft



types. At present, the more important of these current tasks include participation in
international F/A-18 test programs with the Canadian Forces (International Follow On
Structural Test Program) and with the United States Navy (Software Verification and
Validation).

Shaping the future for ARDU will be the recent inheritance of the instrumented range at
Woomera and the optimization of this asset to support ARDU’s roles and functions. In
addition, the impending introduction to RAAF service of an Integrated Avionics Software
Support Facility (IASSF) for the F/A-18 will place new responsibilities upon ARDU as the
RAAF flight test authority - particularly in respect to marking the exams of mission
computer software change activities prior to fleet release. In the longer term, the same
principles will apply to F-111C aircraft following the fitment of upgraded avionics and the
delivery of the supporting Weapons System Support Unit (WSSU). With the F-111C in
particular, the data integration and data handling demands will be a quantum leap more
complex and voluminous than anything within ARDU’s previous experience.

PHILOSOPHY

The need for an integrated approach to marry the techniques and technology that enable
flight testing to be performed safely and efficiently is therefore being dictated by a number
of external pressures - the ever increasing complexity of modern aircraft, the need to feed
back systems data to the various software change activities, the need to provide insurance
against show-stoppers, the need to rapidly deploy to instrumented ranges so that Time
Space Position Information (TSPI) can be assimilated, and the need to adapt to shrinking
budgets and manpower restrictions.

These pressures have forced a change of philosophy on an organization that until recently
was self-sufficient in developing the technology and applying the techniques it needed to
meet the flight test demands. To meet the currently identified test challenges, it would be
unreasonable to expect ARDU to replicate the long-term experience and valuable work
performed by the Range Commander’s Council (RCC) in standardizing on equipment and
techniques, facilitating interoperability and promoting consistency of understanding. For
that reason, ARDU is no longer attempting to invent the needed technology and
techniques, but is learning how to use RCC established techniques and RCC compliant
systems wisely.

In addition to the standardization issues, the large number of different flight test activities
that ARDU is required to perform dictate that an integrated “core” system be acquired that
offers an unprecedented degree of modularity, flexibility and extensibility. Flight test
missions in the ARDU inventory currently include test and evaluation requirements for
flight loads measurement, software verification and validation, flying qualities



measurement, weapons clearance and release, validation of simulations and models, and
tactical testing. As the reader can deduce, ARDU does everything - but not all at once!

APPROACH

The approach taken to meet the mission challenge was to upgrade ARDU’s existing
telemetry data processing resource to achieve a Real-Time Monitoring Facility (RTMF)
that would be capable of rapid deployment to remote airspace, such as Woomera, as well
as an architecturally common Total Tape Replay Facility (TTRF) capable of handling a
large variety of post-test data operations for ARDU’s customers. The TTRF would be
permanently located near ARDU Headquarters for unlimited post-test user access.

To be responsive to new tasks and changing requirements, both the TTRF and the RTMF
would need to be amenable to the development of flight test mission specific software and
be able to support the download of common data attributes from an external source.

To facilitate the download operations, it was recognized that an intelligent data base
application would be needed to identify and handle all the data. A view of this integrated
system is shown in Figure 1.

SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The Primary Analysis Processor System # 3 (referred to as PAP3) was the existing
telemetry system at ARDU. This system was initially delivered to ARDU by Loral Data
Systems (LDS) in 1990 and was designed to support the initial flight testing and evaluation
requirements of the FA-18 Hornet Program. The system is based upon the standard EMR
System 90 architecture and included the EMR 8900-Series Software. A block diagram of
the original PAP3 is shown in Figure 2.

The PAP3 System was originally designed to accept either PCM or FM type data along
with serial IRIG-B time code from analog tapes previously recorded on-board the aircraft.
PCM bit and frame synchronization are performed on two (2) serial streams
simultaneously by the EMR 1700-Series equipment. The bit-parallel, word-serial raw
PCM data is then routed to an EMR 8715 Telemetry Multiplex/Preprocessor where it is
then converted to engineering units, limit checked, and compressed using either standard
preprocessing algorithms delivered with the system, or algorithms developed by ARDU to
support a specific test. This preprocessed data is then available for output to either the
EMR 8350 Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) Unit for creating of strip chart records, or
to the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAXServer 3400 Host Computer.



An EMR 8470 Digital Discriminator was also included with the PAP3 system to allow FM
multiplexed data to be processed. Using signal processing and digital filtering techniques,
the EMR 8470 allows a single FM multiplex with tape speed compensation to be
demultiplexed, digitized, and output to the EMR 8715 for subsequent processing, similar
to that of the PCM data. The EMR 8740 as delivered would support any standard IRIG
Proportional Band Width (PBW) or Constant Band Width (CBW) FM Multiplex. A DAC
module was later added to the EMR 8470 to allow individual FM channels to be routed
directly to the strip chart recorders without having to pass through the EMR 8715.

Using EMR 8900-Series standard software developed by LDS and delivered with the
system, the DEC host computer subsystem allowed the data to be recorded on disk for
archiving and for subsequent off-line analysis by the users and flight test engineers. The
host computer also is responsible for the distribution of the data in real time to the single
DEC workstation via Ethernet where the data is then presented to the user on a color,
high-resolution 19 inch display monitor in a wide variety of user defined display formats.
A full set of software development tools were also provided with the PAP3 which allowed
the system support personnel to develop test specific algorithms, and to easily create the
displays requested by the users and flight test engineers.

The RAAF is currently under contract with LDS to upgrade the PAP3 System to become
the Real Time Monitoring Facility (RTMF), and to provide an additional system, the Total
Tape Replay Facility (TTRF) similar to the RTMF. The block diagrams of the RTMF and
the TTRF are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

REAL TIME MONITORING FACILITY

Except for the inclusion of a portable antenna, the modifications required to the PAP3 are
relatively minor. They include the replacement of the 2 megabit EMR 1700-Series
equipment with the EMR 720 Bit Synchronizers, and the internal D20 PCM
Decommutator, capable of processing 20 megabit data. An additional EMR 8715
Distributed Processing Unit (DPU) has been included to allow for additional internal
processing power. A Data Selector Module has also been added to the EMR 8715 to allow
the system to process MIL-STD-1553 data as recorded on a standard longitudinal analog
tape in accordance with Chapter 8 of the IRIG standards. With these changes, the RTMF
can be deployed to a remote site and provide real time monitoring of flight safety critical
parameters and test points, and the ability to perform a limited amount of analysis required
to determine if the objectives of the flight test program and individual maneuvers are being
met.



TOTAL TAPE REPLAY FACILITY

As shown in Figure 4, the TTRF uses the same basic hardware architecture as the RTMF,
except the TTRF lacks an antenna subsystem, has a significantly greater amount of data
storage capacity, a more powerful host processor, and more workstations are available in
order to allow multiple flight test engineers to perform post-flight data analysis
simultaneously. This will allow the TTRF to accept analog tapes as recorded on-board the
aircraft, and to make this data available for interactive analysis by the flight test engineers.

SYSTEM EXPANSION CAPABILITIES

The architecture of these systems will allow the ever increasing needs of ARDU to be met
with minimal impact on the overall system. The systems can easily be expanded to allow
for:

1. user written data compression and preprocessing algorithms to be incorporated in
the preprocessor.

2. additional inputs to the preprocessor to allow more inputs to be processed
simultaneously, thereby reducing the number of passes through an analog tape,

3. additional workstations to permit more users to monitor the data in real time, or to
analyze the data in a post flight environment,

4. additional processing power in the EMR 8715, by adding DPU modules, up to a
maximum of 8.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The Flight Test Information Management System (FTIMS) is the integrating element that
is being pioneered by ARDU staff. Key to its success has been the Data Base Utilities that
give open access to the LDS equipment.

Hosted on a SUN minicomputer, FTIMS utilizes Relational Data Base modeling
techniques and ORACLE Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools

Aircraft bus (such as 1553) data attributes are able to be directly imported via magnetic
tape from overseas sources such as the Naval Weapons Center and supplemented with
data that is unique to a specific test aircraft. This supplementary data would include the
attributes for special flight test sensors that have been fitted to the aircraft as well as the
data attributes for flight test systems that can be optionally fitted to or selected on the



aircraft, (e.g., instrumented nose-booms, flutter exciters, activation of mission computer
internal variables, etc. - all of which alter the data contents available on the 1553 bus).

Once all the data to be acquired on a test flight is known, along with the selected
frequency of acquisition and preferred spacing, a transaction shell has been written for the
data base as an aid to designing a suitable data format for the telemetering and/or on-board
recording.

At ARDU, the resultant data format is known as a Data Cycle Map. Once linked to the
data attribute records in the data base, this enables the Data Acquisition System on a test
aircraft to be automatically programmed, the decommutation rules and Engineering Unit
conversion rules to be commonly downloaded to the RTMF and TTRF, and the test
aircraft configuration to be fixed.

These steps ensure that all systems contributing to the success of a flight test program
derive their information from a single source. This approach reduces replication of effort
and promotes consistency of understanding both within ARDU and via external interfaces
with ARDU’s data customers. On maturity, the system will offer a significant
improvement to customer confidence in test data quality, consistency and repeatability. In
the future, this will be particularly important for determining software maturity prior to
fleet release. As well, for quantitative flight testing, traceability to National Measurement
Laboratory standards will be able to be guaranteed.

SUMMARY

In cost conscious times, the complexity of testing modern generation aircraft and weapons
systems precludes the use of a piece-meal approach to the acquisition of flight test
systems. Working smarter, not harder, has become a catch-cry and, as a result, ARDU’s
vision of an integrated system that will enable the RAAF to perform “one-stop shopping”
is being realized.

In the short term, this will require a high level of management support for the design effort
that needs to be expended on the integration task and a high level of cooperation from
Loral Data Systems in providing insight into their proprietary systems.

In the long term, the resultant integrated system will offer a significant economy of effort
on future test programs. For example, although ARDU’s expectations are higher, previous
experience dictates that real-time monitoring affords a 30% improvement in productivity.

Based on the projected flight test workload and the resources needed to support it, the
RAAF will therefore get cost recovery on its investment within twelve months and



thereafter a cost savings of about four million dollars per annum. In addition, compatibility
of existing equipment with the relevant RCC standards will enable RAAF test aircraft to
operate at overseas test ranges when ARDU resources are unavailable.

By addressing these issues, ARDU is taking the lead Australian role in improving the
safety, economy, responsiveness and reliability of flight testing. And in executing this
responsibility, ARDU wishes to express profound thanks to the Range Commander’s
Council for their encouragement and support. A number of documents that they have
provided have expressed, in a few short pages, what ARDU might have taken ten years to
discover by accident. As ARDU matures, perhaps there will be room for ARDU to
contribute to their activities in the future.










